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A B S T R A C T   

Most OECD guidelines for chemical risk assessment include tests performed on animals, raising financial, ethical 
and scientific concerns. Thus, the development of human-based models for toxicity testing is highly encouraged. 
Here, we propose an in vitro multi-organ strategy to assess the toxicity of chemicals. Human induced pluripotent 
stem cells (hiPSCs)-derived models of the brain, blood-brain barrier, kidney, liver and vasculature were gener-
ated and exposed to paraquat (PQ), a widely employed herbicide with known toxic effects in kidneys and brain. 
The models showed differential cytotoxic sensitivity to PQ after acute exposure. TempO-Seq analysis with a set of 
3565 probes revealed the deregulation of oxidative stress, unfolded protein response and estrogen receptor- 
mediated signaling pathways, in line with the existing knowledge on PQ mechanisms of action. The main ad-
vantages of this strategy are to assess chemical toxicity on multiple tissues/organs in parallel, exclusively in 
human cells, eliminating the interspecies bias, allowing a better evaluation of the differential sensitivity of the 
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models representing the diverse organs, and increasing the chance to identify toxic compounds. Furthermore, 
although we focused on the mechanisms of action of PQ shared by the different models, this strategy would also 
allow for organ-specific toxicity testing, by including more cell type-specific probes for TempO-Seq analyses. In 
conclusion, we believe this strategy will participate in the further improvement of chemical risk assessment for 
human health.   

1. Introduction 

The need to develop new approach methodologies (NAMs) providing 
mechanistic understanding for toxicology testing is now well recog-
nized, and governmental agencies worldwide have been pushing to-
wards the development of human-based assays for human safety 
assessment (EUR-Lex, 2010; National Research Council, 2007; Oredsson 
et al., 2019; Sewell et al., 2017). For instance, the US Environmental 
Protection Agency plans to eliminate animal testing from regulatory 
requirements for pesticides and industrial chemicals by 2035 (EPA, 
2019). However, the move from animal experimentation to NAMs 
highly depends on the ability of the NAMs to mirror human rather than 
animal physiology (Herrmann et al., 2019). Since their development, a 
little over a decade ago (Takahashi et al., 2007), human induced 
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) have represented a potential paradigm 
shift across the biological sciences from developmental biology to 
regenerative medicine. For the field of toxicology, they have been seen 
as a valuable new tool to enable NAMs to achieve the ideals of the 3Rs 
through the production of in vitro models with human relevant pheno-
types that can replace animal testing (Steimberg et al., 2020). While they 
share capacity for self-renewal and pluripotent potential of embryonic 
stem cells (ESCs), their generation from adult somatic cells come with a 
range of advantages while avoiding some of the controversies associated 
to ESCs (Liu et al., 2017). The relative ease by which hiPSCs can be 
generated from cells obtained with minimal discomfort on the part of the 
donor, from sources such as blood, skin and even urine (Zhou et al., 
2011), has allowed for the establishment of large cell banks. Stem-
BANCC is one such bank that generated hiPSCs lines from 500 healthy 
and diseased individuals, and most of these well described lines are now 
widely available for drug and chemical screening (Morrison et al., 2015) 
through the European Bank For Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells (EBiSC). 

While traditionally, cancer or immortalised cell lines, and to a lesser 
extent, primary cells, have been the main cell sources for in vitro 
chemical safety assessment, each have their own drawbacks that hiPSCs 
can potentially overcome. Human primary cells, that would be the most 
adequate cells to use, can be difficult to obtain and are only available in 
a limited quantity for a limited time, while undifferentiated hiPSCs can, 
in theory, proliferate indefinitely. Immortalised cell lines, once made, 
can be continuously available; however, these models often lack some 
important biological aspects of their unaltered counterparts leading to 
concerns that they may be poor models for healthy human cells and lack 
the sensitivity for toxicity testing (Liu et al., 2017). While hiPSCs have 
their own challenges, chief among them being the establishment of 
robust and repeatable differentiation protocols that produce the desired 
cell type, once this is done, they are a renewable source of cells that can 
express many important intrinsic phenotypic features often lost in 
traditional cell lines. For example, a recently published hiPSC differen-
tiation protocol produces kidney proximal tubular-like cells that, 
alongside other characteristic markers, expressed megalin (LRP2), an 
apical transporter that plays a key role in reabsorption and is absent in 
most available human immortalised cell lines (Chandrasekaran et al., 
2021). 

With the establishment of reliable differentiation protocols for more 
cell types, and with the emergence of complex culture systems, the 
possibility has emerged to use hiPSC-derived cells to model the impact of 
toxins on the different cell types/organs from the same human donor. In 
this study, we hypothesized that an in vitro multi-organ human iPSC- 
derived strategy will allow the reliable assessment of the toxicity of 

chemicals. To test this, hiPSCs-derived models of the brain (2D and 3D 
mixed-cell cultures), blood-brain barrier (brain capillary endothelial 
cells), kidney (podocytes and proximal tubular cells), liver (hepatocyte) 
and vasculature (endothelial cells) were generated from two donors, 
using published or newly developed protocols, and were exposed to 
paraquat (PQ), a widely employed herbicide used as a reference com-
pound chosen for its known toxic effects on a range of tissues across the 
body (Cicchetti et al., 2009; Dinis-Oliveira et al., 2008; Gao et al., 2020). 
TempO-Seq analysis showed the disruption of “Oxidative stress induced 
gene expression via Nrf2 markers”, as expected since oxidative stress is 
the well-known PQ mechanism of action, but also of two other pathways 
previously demonstrated to be involved in PQ toxicity, “Unfolded pro-
tein response” and “ESR-mediated signaling”, suggesting this strategy as 
a future tool for prioritization, screening of chemicals and risk 
assessment. 

2. Materials and method 

2.1. Cell cultures 

Human iPSCs used in this study (SBAD3 clone 1 and SBAD2 clone 1) 
were generated in the IMI-funded StemBANCC project (http://stem 
bancc.org) (Morrison et al., 2015) from purchased primary fibroblasts 
of non-diseased donors (Lonza). They were cultured on Matrigel® 
Growth Factor Reduced (GFR) (Corning) or Geltrex® (Gibco) in 
mTeSR™1 (StemCell Technology) feeder-free medium at 37 ◦C in a 
humidified 5% CO2 incubator. Medium was replaced every day and cells 
were passaged every 4–5 days using Versene® according to the sup-
plier’s protocol (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

Human iPSCs were differentiated into different cell types to obtain in 
vitro models for several tissues/organs. Details on methodologies and 
characterization are found in the references given for each model, in 
Chandrasekaran et al. (in preparation – for this special issue), as well as 
in Table 1. BrainSpheres (BS), a 3D model containing neurons, astro-
cytes and oligodendrocytes, were prepared from neuroprogenitor cells 
(NPCs) derived from the SBAD3 clone 1 using a Gibco protocol (Nunes 
and Zurich, 2020; Pamies et al., 2017). Neural cells (NC), a 2D model 
containing neurons and astrocytes were generated from NPCs derived 
from the SBAD2 clone 1 using dual SMAD inhibition protocol (Chambers 
et al., 2009; Chandrasekaran et al., 2017; Lo Giudice et al., 2019; 
Ochalek et al., 2017). The brain-like endothelial cells (BLECs) transwell 
model was prepared from the SBAD3 clone 1 (Sevin et al., 2019; Wellens 
et al., 2021). The kidney cells, podocytes (PODO) (Murphy et al., 2019; 
Rauch et al., 2018) and proximal tubular like cells (PTL) (Chan-
drasekaran et al., 2021) were derived from the SBAD2 clone 1 con-
taining a Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) tag downstream of one allele 
of the HMOX-1 gene (SBAD2 clone 1 HMOX1-eGFP, prepared by Prof. 
Dinnyes’s laboratory, Biotalentum, Hungary), although this fluorescent 
property was not utilised in this study. The endothelial cells (EC) 
(Gholami et al., 2021) representing the vascular system and the 
hepatocyte-like cells (HLC) (Boon et al., 2020) representing the liver 
were derived from SBAD2 clone 1. 

2.2. Paraquat exposure 

PQ (Sigma–Aldrich, catalogue No 36541, lot #BCBW5264, CAS 
#75365-73-0) was dissolved in ultrapure water. The different cell cul-
tures were exposed to PQ for 24 h and BS was also exposed for 48 h, after 
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Table 1 
Characterization overview of the different models used.  

Name Organ References Time in 
culture 
before 
exposure 

Characterization Functional Assay 

Cell Type Marker Technique (Ref at protocol DOI) Assay Observations 

RT- 
qPCR 

Immunocytochemistry FACS Western- 
blot 

TempO- 
Seq   

BS Brain 1. Pamies et al., 
2017 

42d Neurons ACHE     x Multi-Electrode Array MEA ( 
Pamies et al., 2017) 

Electrical activity 
B3T     x 
GABRA1 x 1    x 
GAD1 x 1    x 
GRIN1 x 1    x 
MAP2  x 1   x 
NFH  x 1   x 
SYN x 1 x 1   x 
SYP     ND 
TH x 1 x 1   x 
TUJ1  x 1   NP 
VGLUT1  x 1   x 

Astrocytes GFAP x 1 x 1   x 
S100 x 1    ND 
VIM     x 

Oligodendrocytes CNPase  x 1   NP 
MBP x 1 x 1   x 
NOGOA  x 1   NP 
O1 – x 1   NP 
O2 – x 1   NP 
O4 –    NP 
OLIG2 x1    x 

NC Brain 1. Ochalek et al., 
2017, 2.  
Chandrasekaran 
et al., 2017 

21d Neurons TUBB3 x2 x 1, 2   x Calcium current 
measurements (Lo Giudice 
et al., 2019) and patch 
clamp (Chandrasekaran 
et al., 2017) 

Electrical activity at later time- 
points MAP2 x2 x 1, 2   x 

NF200  x 1   NP 
NPC Ki67 x2 x2   NP 

SOX1 x2 x2 x2  x 
NESTIN x2 x 1, 2 x 1, 2  NP 
PAX6 x2 x 1, 2 x 1, 2  NP 
SOX9 x2  x2  NP 

Astrocytes GFAP x2 x2   x 
AQP4 x2 x2   NP 

BLECs BBB 1. Wellens et al., 
2021 

8d Brain-like 
endothelial cells 

ABCG2     x 1 Pump-out assay (Wellens 
et al., 2021 and Sevin et al., 
2019) 

Reduced Rhodamine123 
extrusion under influence from 
elacridar and verapamil efflux 
pump inhibitors. 

ABCB1     x 1 

CDH5  x 1   x 1 

CLDN5  x 1   ND 
vWF     x 1 

CD31  ND   ND 
ABCC4     x 1 

ABCC5     x 1 

SLC25A46     x 1 

SLC26A2     x 1 

SLC27A2     x 1 

SLC27A3     x 1 

SLC2A1     x 1 

SLC35A3     x 1 

SLC7A5     x 1 

EC Vasculature 1. Gholami et al., 
2021 

8d Endothelial cells TBXT x 1    NP Matrigel assay Endothelial cells could form 
tubes at one of the beginning 
stages of angiogenesis 

CD31 x 1 x 1 X 1  x 
CDH5 x 1 x 1 x 1  NP 

(continued on next page) 
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various duration in culture, corresponding to a maturation state defined 
by each lab. BS was exposed to PQ at day in vitro (DIV)42, NC at DIV21, 
BLECs at DIV8, PODO at DIV12-14, PTL at DIV14, EC at DIV8, and HLC 
at DIV40. Concentrations of paraquat are given in figure or figure cap-
tions (Figs. 2, 3 and Table 2). For cytotoxicity testing, 2–9 samples were 
run per group, and for TempO-Seq analysis 2–16 samples were run per 
group. Exposure of the cell models to PQ was conducted in 6 different 
labs, NC at BioTalentum Ltd. (Hungary), BS at University of Lausanne 
(Switzerland), PODO and PTL at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam 
(Netherlands), EC at Evercyte GmbH (Austria), HLC at Katholieke Uni-
versiteit Leuven (Belgium) and BLECs at Université d’Artois (France). 

2.3. Cytotoxicity assays 

After exposure of the different iPSC-derived cell models to a large 
range of PQ concentrations, viability assays were run in order to 
establish cytotoxicity concentration-dependent curves. 

2.3.1. Resazurin assay 
After treatment with PQ, the medium was removed and the cells 

were incubated with 44 μM resazurin diluted in cell culture medium for 
a duration indicated in Table 2. The fluorescent product resorufin was 
measured at 530–560 nm excitation and 590 nm emission using a plate 
reader. After subtraction of the background (only resazurin solution), 
results of the treated cultures were expressed as percentage of the mean 
of the control cultures. 

2.3.2. ATP assay 
ATP viability assay was performed using the CellTiter-Glo® 3D Cell 

Viability Assay, according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Promega). NC 
were lysed with 100 μL CellTiter-Glo® 3D Reagent for 90 min at RT. 
Luminescence signal was recorded with a Thermo VarioScan Flash plate 
reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Results of the treated cultures were 
expressed as percentage of the mean of the control cultures. 

2.4. TempO-Seq sample collection 

Samples of the different cell systems were treated with PQ at con-
centrations chosen on the basis of the previously established cytotoxicity 
curves (final concentrations and time points in Table 2 and indicated in 
figure captions). DMSO was added to all samples (final concentration 
0.01%) due to the simultaneous testing of water-insoluble chemicals 
(results not presented in this manuscript). At the end of exposure, cells 
were collected and lysed with 1× TempO-Seq Lysis Buffer in a ratio of 
0.25 to 2 million cells/mL. Lysates were frozen at − 80 ◦C and shipped to 
BioClavis Technologies Ltd. (Glasgow) on dry ice where the TempO-Seq 
assay using the EU-ToxRisk v2.1 panel (3565 probes representing 3257 
genes) was conducted with standard attenuators. The service also 
included primary processing to derive gene-annotated raw read counts 
and quality control, following a previously described procedure 
(Limonciel et al., 2018; Mav et al., 2018). Each sample FASTQ file was 
aligned against the TempO-Seq transcriptome using the Bowtie aligner 
(Li and Durbin, 2009). The output of this analysis generated a table of 
counts per gene per sample. 

2.5. TempO-Seq data analysis and visualization 

2.5.1. Sample and probe filtering 
The raw read count data of the samples provided by BioClavis was 

used for differential expression analysis. The raw data and correspond-
ing metadata files were uploaded and maintained on an internal 
instance of the EdelweissData™ management system (Safe-
rWorldbyDesign2020) for easier accessibility. All samples exposed to PQ 
and the respective controls from the different hiPSC-derived cell models 
were extracted using a python workflow as previously described (Singh 
et al., 2021). Ta
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Before downstream analyses (Fig. 1), samples and probes were 
quality controlled. The samples were checked as described elsewhere 
(Singh et al., 2021) by investigating a) the total number of probe read 
counts per sample with a threshold of 50,0000 under which samples 
were removed and b) the Pearson’s correlation coefficient among rep-
licates using Morpheus online tool with a threshold of 0.80 under which 
samples were removed. Concerning the probes, only the ones with me-
dian of raw read counts higher than 5 across all conditions for each 
model were used. 

2.5.2. Differential expression analysis 
The filtered raw data was analysed for differential expression using 

the R based library DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014). Samples underwent an r- 
log transformation and posterior unsupervised clustering using standard 
DeSeq2 suggested settings to visualize the variance within and between 

different cell models, as well as between treatment and control groups. 
Differential expression analysis was performed using DeSeq2 library 
after normalization of read counts using its standard mean-median ratio 
method. An automatic script (Singh et al., 2021) was used to generate 
the statistical values log2fold changes, adjusted p-values and base 
means. To select the most significantly expressed probes in each cell 
model for further analyses, thresholds were set at: log2 fold changes > | 
0.58| and adjusted p-values <0.05. 

2.5.3. Gene-pathway association 
ConsensusPathDB (v.34) (http://cpdb.molgen.mpg.de), a web-based 

meta-database integrating information from around 30 different pub-
licly available databases including WikiPathway, Reactome and KEGG 
(Kamburov et al., 2013), was used to identify enriched pathways in each 
cell culture system. The analysis was done using the ConsensusPathDB’s 

Table 2 
Description of all models used in the study and respective IC50/30/20/10 and PQ concentrations used for TempOSeq. BrainSpheres (BS), Neural Cells (NC), Blood- 
Brain Barrier (BBB), Endothelial cells (EC), renal proximal tubular epithelial-like cells (PTL) podocytes (PODO), hepatocytes-like cells (HLC).  

Model Organ PQ exposure (h) Cytotoxicity TempOSeq 

Assay for assessment Incubation time (h) Concentration (μM) Concentrations (μM) 

IC50 IC30 IC20 IC10 

BS Brain 24 Resazurin 3 200 161 132 97 - 
48 60 51 45 38 1–2.5–5 

NC Brain 24 ATP 1 h30 49 31 24 16 0.05–0.1 
BLECs BBB 24 Resazurin 2-2 h30 749 654 132 97 50–100–250 
EC Vasculature 24 Resazurin 1 h30 114 55 35 17 1.25–2.5–5 
PTL Kidney 24 Resazurin 1 561 405 327 237 25–100–300 
PODO Kidney 24 Resazurin 2 373 164 97 45 5–50–100 
HLC Liver 24 Resazurin 2 – – – – 12.5–25–50–100 

48 1093 797 590 376 -  

Consensuspathdb
Over-representation analysis (pathways as defined by 
pathway databases):

- minimum overlap with input list = 2  
- p-value cutoff <0,01

1. Unsupervised clustering
2. Normalization
3. DE probe analysis - FDR < 0.05 and LFC > |0.58|

Sample 
and probe 

filtering

DESeq2

Sample sorting
1. Sum of raw read counts per sample > 50,000
2. Pearson correlation between replicate samples > 80%

Probe sorting: median of raw read counts per probe > 5

hiPSC

PA
R

AQ
U

AT
 E

xp
os

ur
e

Gene-
Pathway 

Association 

Fig. 1. In vitro strategy using multiple hiPSC-derived models to assess the toxicity of chemicals. Workflow used to compare the response of different hiPSC-derived 
cell models to PQ acute exposure based on TempOSeq data. The 7 models were differentiated from either SBAD2 or SBAD3 hiPSC lines to represent brain, liver, 
kidney, BBB and vasculature and exposed to different concentrations of PQ chosen on the basis of viability curves. Data from TempOSeq was analysed using R 
package DSeq2, after filtering and normalization of the raw data. The differentially expressed genes per model were analysed for pathway over-representation with 
ConsensusPathDB. 
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over-representation analysis (ORA) and the list of the most significantly 
differentially expressed genes of each system (taking all concentrations 
into account) as an input. HUGO gene nomenclature Committee (HGNC) 
symbols were employed as identifiers. ORA compares input gene list to 
all the genes associated to each pathway available in the databases. The 
default Consensus ORA settings require a minimum overlap of 2 genes 
between the input gene list and a given pathway associated gene list 
along with a p-value cutoff of 0.01 to define a pathway as over-
represented. ORA p-value calculations are based on the hypergeometric 
distribution between the input list and existing pathway list (Kamburov 
et al., 2009). 

2.5.4. Gene and pathway intersection analysis 
To find deregulated genes and pathways shared by the different cell 

systems, the lists of differentially expressed genes and enriched path-
ways from each cell model were compared using UpSetR package 
(Conway et al., 2017). UpSetR package helps in both visualization and 
extraction of the different intersections in a matrix format by assembling 
different set size combinations. Mode was set to “intersect” in the 
function “make_comb_mat()” and the function “extract_comb()” was 
then used to obtain the intersections. Finally, intersection plots were 
created using UpSet() function in the UpSetR package (Conway et al., 
2017). 

3. Results 

3.1. Human iPSC-derived organ-specific models exhibit different 
sensitivity to paraquat 

In order to assess the differential sensitivity of the iPSC-derived cell 
models to PQ, and to choose sub-cytotoxic concentrations for subse-
quent experiments to elucidate early pathways of toxicity, the different 
iPSC-derived cell culture models were exposed to a wide range of PQ 
concentrations for 24 h and/or 48 h, then concentration-dependent 
curves for cytotoxicity were established. 

The most sensitive model was found to be 2D neural cell cultures 
(NC), with an IC50 at 49 μM (Fig. 2 and Table 2). BS, the 3D brain cell 
model, was less sensitive to PQ (IC50: 200 μM after 24 h of exposure; 60 
μM after 48 h). The toxicity of PQ to endothelial cells (EC) was found in 
the same range (IC50: 114 μM), whereas BLECs, used as a model for 
blood-brain barrier and later referred to as BBB, exhibited a much higher 
IC50 (749 μM). Among the two cell culture models representing kidney, 
PTL was less sensitive to PQ than PODO (IC50: 561 μM and 373 μM, 
respectively). Finally, the hepatocyte cell-like model (HLC) seemed to be 
the least sensitive model out of the seven models tested; however, the 
IC50 was determined only at 48 h (1093 μM, cytotoxicity data for HLC 
also used in Ghosh et al., submitted to Toxics) (Fig. 2 and Table 2). 

The results reveal a differential response of the models to the 

Fig. 2. Models present different sensitivity to PQ exposure. Concentration-dependent curves after 24 h and/or 48 h exposure to PQ: A) BS (0–0,5 mM), B) NC 
(0,001–1,5 mM), C) BLECs (0–1 mM), D) EC (0–0,5 mM), E) PTL (0–10 mM), (F) PODO (0–5 mM), G) HLC (0–10 mM; data for 48 h also used in Ghosh et al., 
submitted to Toxics). Results are expressed as % of control cultures a non-linear regression (log (inhibitor) vs response - variable slope (four parameters)) was 
performed in order to calculate the inhibitory concentration (IC) using GraphPad Prism®. Means ±SD of 2–9 samples obtained in 1–3 independent experiments are 
shown. Black line: 24 h, grey line: 48 h. 
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cytotoxic effects of PQ, and show that the sensitivity to PQ depend not 
only on the organ but also on the specific cell type considered (NC vs BS, 
modelling the brain, and PTL vs PODO, modelling the kidney). To 
identify toxicity related pathways induced by PQ, transcriptomic anal-
ysis was performed using TempO-Seq as a cost-efficient tool. Each model 
was exposed to at least one concentration below cytotoxicity IC10 
(Table 2). 

3.2. hiPSC-derived models drive sample clustering of TempO-Seq data 
after paraquat exposure 

All human iPSC-derived models, except EC, exhibited a sum of read 
counts per sample above 50,000 counts, and therefore passed our first 
sample quality filter. The second filter, namely the Pearson correlation, 
led us to the elimination of one replicate of the control group from NC; 
two control replicates and one replicate of the 25 μM group from PTL; 
one replicate of treated 250 μM group from BBB and one replicate 
sample from the 5 μM and from the 100 μM groups from PODO. For HLC 
(raw data for HLC also used in Ghosh et al., submitted to Toxics) and BS, 
the samples from all groups showed Pearson correlation ≥0.80 and 
therefore were all kept for further analyses. For EC model, very low sums 
of probe read counts (5000–12,000) were found for one replicate from 
each treatment group and therefore these samples were also extremely 
poorly correlated to their corresponding replicates (Pearson correlation 
coefficients between 0.09 and 0.22). After removing the low correlated 
samples from each cell model, probes with median read counts across all 
samples of the model considered <5 were filtered out. This caused the 
removal of 1456 probes from NC, 1208 from PTL, 1445 probes from 
HLC, 1175 probes from BBB, 1319 probes from PODO and 1517 probes 
from BS. For the EC model, 64% of the probes (2097) had to be 

eliminated. Furthermore, although the controls of the EC model passed 
the 50′000 counts threshold, for undetermined reasons their read counts 
were much lower than in all the other models (Suppl. Fig. 1), causing a 
high variance potentially leading to biased normalization and distortion 
of the differential expression analysis. Based on these results, the data 
form the EC cell model were considered as unreliable, and the EC model 
was removed from further analyses. 

After these steps of sample and probe filtering, unsupervised PCA of 
controls and treated samples for the 6 remaining models (Fig. 3A) 
showed four very distinct clusters. One cluster was formed by PODO and 
another cluster by HLC samples. A third cluster comprised samples from 
both brain models (NC and BS), whereas PTL and BBB samples were 
grouped together. On this PCA plot, BS was the only cell model to show 
clear separation between treated and control samples; however, the 
separation is visible when PCA is performed for each model individually, 
with the exception of PODO (Suppl. Fig. 2). It is remarkable that most of 
the variance was observed between cell models and less was due to 
paraquat treatment, even if the list of probes used did not comprise a lot 
of cell type-specific genes. 

3.3. Paraquat deregulated several identical pathways in the different 
hiPSC-derived models 

In total, we found 341 probes differentially expressed across the cell 
models and treatment groups upon PQ exposure. A heatmap of the 100 
highest log2 FC probes (Fig. 3B), each one crossing the statistical 
thresholds in at least one treatment group, with values scaled for each 
model between the range − 1 to 1 for better relative comparison among 
models, clearly shows concentration-dependent effects of paraquat in 
the different models. 

Fig. 3. Clustering of samples and the most deregulated genes after PQ exposure. A) PCA plot of all control and PQ treated samples Each dot represents a sample and 
each colour represents a cell model. Neuronal Cells (NC, turquoise, 2 samples), Brainsphere (BS, yellow), Podocytes (PODO, blue), Proximal tubule like cells (PTL, 
purple), Hepatocytes like cells (HLC, green) and Blood Brain Barrier (BLECs, pink). B) A heatmap of the 100 highest log2 FC probes (gene symbol_probe ID), each one 
crossing the statistical thresholds in at least one treatment group. The relative expression values scaled between − 1 (green) and 1 (red). 
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To investigate the mechanisms of PQ toxicity shared by the different 
models, pathway enrichment analysis using ConsensusPathDB was 
performed based on the list of differentially expressed genes (DEG) 
derived from each model. In total, 36 pathways were identified in HLC, 
110 in PODO, 136 in NC, 134 in BBB, 164 in BS and 278 pathways in 
PTL. The number of pathways given here includes all similar pathways 
described by different databases aggregated by ConsensusPathDB. Then, 
UpSetR package was used to find the intersections of these affected 
pathways in different combinations of 2, 3, 4 and 5 cell models. The 
pathway intersection graph (Fig. 4) shows that each cell model shared 
affected pathways with up to four other cell models (Fig. 4, intersections 
between 5 models). Furthermore, PODO and PTL that are both kidney 
related cell models shared 18 pathways, whereas BS and NC which are 
both brain-related cell models shared 17 pathways. No pathway shared 
by all 6 cell models was found with the criteria used in this study. 

In the combinations of 5 cell models, “Oxidative stress induced gene 
expression via Nrf2” pathway was not found in BS (Table 3). However, 
read counts for Heme Oxygenase 1 (HMOX1), NAD(P)H Quinone 
Dehydrogenease (NQO1), MAF BZIP Transcription Factor F (MAFF) and 
G (MAFG) genes, all belonging to the oxidative stress pathway, show a 
concentration-dependent increase for the six models (Fig. 5), including 
BS. The other stress pathways found in the combination of 5 models are 
“Cellular responses to external stimuli” and “Cellular responses to stress” 
(Table 3). Among combinations of 4 cell models, many other stress 
pathways were identified, such as “Quercetin and Nf-kB- AP-1 Induced 
Cell Apoptosis”, “Photodynamic therapy-induced NFE2L2 (Nrf2) sur-
vival signalling” and “Photodynamic therapy-induced unfolded protein 
response”. Concentration-dependent increases were observed for Pro-
tein Phosphatase 1 Regulatory Subunit 15A (PPP1R15A), Activating 
Transcription Factor 4 (ATF4), DNA Damage Inducible Transcript 3 
(DDIT3) and Asparagine Synthetase (ASNS) genes belonging to the latter 
pathway (UPR), even in BS, although this pathway was not identified in 
this model (Fig. 5). Only PODO did not show any regulation of these 
genes. Finally, more generic pathways such as “Cell cycle”, “Cellular 

responses to external stimuli” and “Generic Transcription Pathway“ 
(Table 3) were found in several combinations of four models, and “ESR- 
mediated signalling” pathway appeared in one of these combinations. 

UpSetR package was also used to identify the genes differentially 
expressed in the combinations of 2, 3, 4 and 5 cell models in an unbiased 
way. The gene intersection graph shows that each cell model shared 
affected genes with up to four other cell models (Fig. 6, intersections 
between 5 models). No gene shared by all 6 cell models was found with 
the criteria used in this study. MAFF and PPP1R15A were found 
deregulated in 5 models (Table 4), but not in the same combination 
thereof, whereas Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor A (VEGFA), ATF4 
and Growth Differentiation Factor 15 (GDF15) were found deregulated 
in 4 models. NC and BS, both CNS models, shared 6 deregulated genes 
(Table 4): Chromobox 4 (CBX4), Eukaryotic Translation Initiation Factor 
1 (EIF1), PPP1R15A, Solute Carrier Family 3 member 2 (SLC3A2), and 
VEGFA, that were all upregulated in both models, as well as one 
downregulated gene, the tubulin alpha-1B chain (TUBA1B). Finally, 
PODO and PTL, models of two different kidney cell types, shared 9 
upregulated genes: CD55 Molecule (CD55), Choline Kinase Alpha 
(CHKA), Dual Specificity Phosphatase 1 (DUSP1), Enolase 2 (ENO2), 
Heat Shock Protein Family A Member 1B (HSPA1B), MAFF, MAFG, 
PPP1R15A and VEGFA (Table 4), that were deregulated in the same 
direction, except for HSPA1B, downregulated in PODO but upregulated 
in PTL (Suppl. Fig. 3). 

3.4. Specificity of hiPSC-derived models response to Paraquat 

In addition to the cellular responses shared by the different models, 
we also interrogated the data for the genes that are specifically 
deregulated in each model. The number of deregulated probes (22–190) 
per model is given in Table 5. The number of down-regulated genes was 
very similar to the number of up-regulated genes in BS, NC and BBB 
models, whereas the proportion of up-regulated genes was much higher 
for PTL (73% of the deregulated genes), PODO (70%) and HLC (95%) 

Fig. 4. All the models share perturbated pathways with at least 4 other systems. Intersection plot of the potentially affected pathways by PQ exposure shared by 2–5 
models. For each model, the pathways were derived using the differentially expressed genes in the ConsensusPathDB for over-representation analysis (ORA). 
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models (Table 5). 
Among the top upregulated genes in BS (Table 5) genes involved in 

essential cellular functions were found, such as caveolin 2 (CAV2) and 
calpain 1 (CAPN1), but also genes involved in development such as SRY- 
BOX Transcription Factor 1 (SOX1), INSM transcriptional repressor 1 
(INSM1) and Thyroid hormone receptor beta (THRB). On the other 
hand, the most down-regulated genes in BS were associated with cyto-
skeleton, such as Tubulin Alpha 1B chain (TUBA1B) and Cortactin 
Binding Protein 2 (CTTNBP2) and cell adhesion (Cadherin (CDH8)). In 
the other iPSC-derived model of brain cells, NC, the top 10 up-regulated 
genes included 4 genes involved in cellular stress responses, such as 
PPP1R15A, GDF15, Growth Arrest And DNA Damage Inducible Alpha 
(GADD45A) and MAFF, but also genes implicated in cell adhesion, such 
as Cellular Communication Network Factor 1 (CCN1 also called CYR61), 
Cellular Communication Network Factor 2 (CCN2 also called Connective 
Tissue Growth Factor (CTGF)) and Serpin Family E Member 1 (SER-
PINE1). In the down-regulated genes for this model, we found genes 
involved in mitosis (RecQ Mediated Genome Instability 1 (RMI1) and 
Centrin 3 (CETN3)), another one potentially mediating apoptosis during 
neuronal development (Pleckstrin Homology Like Domain Family A 
Member 1 (PHLDA1)) and an essential component of the nuclear pore 
complex, nucleoporin 85 (NUP85). In BBB model, most of the top ten up- 
regulated genes were associated with stress responses: Tribbles Pseu-
dokinase 3 (TRIB3), DDIT3, CD55 Molecule (CD55), PPARGC1A, 
Sequestosome (SQSTM1), and GDF15, whereas among the top ten 
downregulated genes, five were histones, and one was a histone chap-
erone (Anti-Silencing Function 1B Histone Chaperone (ASF1B)). 

For PTL, the up-regulated genes were all stress genes involved in 
oxidative stress and/or inflammation, except FOSL1 that is implicated in 
proliferation, differentiation and transformation; and among the 
downregulated genes are 2 genes related to detoxification (Epoxide 
Hydrolase 2 (EPHX2) and Aldehyde Dehydrogenase 7 Family member 
A1 (ALDH7A1)), as well as pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase isoenzyme 4 
(PDK4), that plays a crucial role in the control of metabolic flexibility 
under various physiological. For the other kidney cell type, PODO, 5 of 
the top upregulated genes were involved in stress pathways: Matrix 

Metallopeptidase 2 (MMP2), Immunoglobulin Mu DNA Binding Protein 
2 (IGHMBP2), CD55, MAFG and CREB3 regulatory Factor (CREBRF). 
Among the other upregulated genes we found Myelin Protein Zero Like 1 
(MPZL1) and Ankyrin Repeat Domain 36 (ANKRD36B) involved in cell 
adhesion and cell membrane integrity. The downregulated genes in 
PODO include five histones and one histone chaperone, ASF1B, just as 
observed for BBB. 

The model for hepatocytes, HLC, showed 6 of its top ten upregulated 
genes associated with oxidative stress and/or inflammation, namely the 
rate limiting enzyme of glutathione synthesis, Glutamate-Cysteine 
Ligase Modifier Subunit (GCLM), HMOX1, C-X-C Motif Chemokine 
Ligand 8 (CXCL8), GDF15, TRIB3 and MAFF. Besides, Ras Association 
Domain Family Member 1 (RASSF) involved in cell cycle and Aldo-Keto 
Reductase Family 1 member 1 (AKR1B10) were also upregulated. The 
only downregulated gene found with the criteria applied was a type of 
collagen (COL12A1). 

Finally, basal expression of selected genes related to PQ transport, 
and enzymes involved in redox cycling and anti-oxidant defence were 
extracted from the TempO-Seq data in order to investigate their poten-
tial contribution to the sensitivity of the various models to PQ. The basal 
expression of Solute Carrier Family 3 Member 2 (SLC3A2) and Solute 
Carrier Family 7 Member 11 (SLC7A11), two amino acid transporters, 
was higher in BS, NC and PODO than in the other models (Fig. 7). The 
expression of the NAD(P)H-cytochrome P450 oxidoreductase (POR), 
involved in the redox cycling of the PQ ion, was highest in HLC than in 
the other models, but also robustly expressed in BS, NC and PTL. Su-
peroxide dismutases (SOD2 and SOD3) and glutathione S-transferases 
(GSTA2 and GSTM3), involved in anti-oxidant defence, showed a much 
higher basal expression in HLC than in all the other models, even being 
absent from some of them, whereas SOD 1 was more expressed in BS, NC 
and PTL than in HLC. 

4. Discussion 

The development of new human-based assays for human safety 
assessment, highly encouraged by various authorities (EUR-Lex, 2010; 

Table 3 
List of pathways potentially disturbed by PQ exposure in at least 4 different models.  

Models Example 

NC + PODO+PTL + HLC + BBB Oxidative stress induced gene expression via Nrf2 
NC + BS + PODO+PTL + BBB Cellular responses to external stimuli;  

Cellular responses to stress 
NC + PODO+PTL + BBB Oxidative stress induced gene expression via Nrf2; 

Cell cycle; 
Cellular responses to external stimuli; 
Cellular responses to stress; 
Direct p53 effectors; 
Generic transcription pathway 

NC + BS + PODO+PTL Cellular responses to external stimuli; 
Cellular responses to stress; 
Quercetin and Nf-kB- AP-1 induced cell apoptosis 

NC + PTL + HLC + BBB Oxidative stress induced gene expression via Nrf2 
Photodynamic therapy-induced unfolded protein response; 

NC + BS + PODO+BBB ESR-mediated signaling; 
B-WICH complex positively regulates rRNA expression; 
Cell cycle checkpoints; 
Cellular responses to external stimuli; 
Cellular responses to stress; 
Epigenetic regulation of gene expression; 
Formation of the beta-catenin: TCF transactivating complex; 
Mitotic prophase; 
Signaling by nuclear receptors; 
TCF dependent signaling in response to WNT 

NC + BS + PTL + BBB Cellular responses to external stimuli; 
Cellular responses to stress 

BS + PTL + HLC + BBB NRF2-ARE regulation; 
Photodynamic therapy-induced NFE2L2 (Nrf2) survival signaling; 
Phytochemical activity on Nrf2 transcriptional activation 

PODO+PTL + HLC + BBB Oxidative stress induced gene expression via Nrf2  
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Fig. 5. PQ exposure induces upregulation of genes involved in the oxidative stress pathways Nrf2 and UPR (A-D) normalized read counts for HMOX1, NQO1, MAFG 
and MAFF probes (gene symbol_probe ID) involved in the “oxidative stress induced gene expression via Nrf2” pathway from BioCarta database; (E-H) normalized 
read counts for ATF4, PPP1R15A, DDIT3 and ASNS probes (gene symbol_probe ID) involved in “photodynamic therapy-induced unfolded protein response” pathway 
described in the Wikipathways database. Average normalized read counts ±SD are shown. 
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National Research Council, 2007; Oredsson et al., 2019; Sewell et al., 
2017), has been made easier by the development of standardized ways 
to derive hiPSC from somatic cells and by the description of new 
methods for their differentiation into various cell types (Chandrasekaran 
et al., 2021; Murphy et al., 2019; Pamies et al., 2017). This raises the 
possibility to test for specific organ toxicity within the same genetic 
background to more fully assess the potential hazard of a chemical. Here 
we propose an in vitro multi-organ strategy with hiPSCs-derived models 
to assess the toxicity of chemicals though TempO-Seq analysis. We 
believe that a multi-organ approach associated with high throughput 
omics technology would improve the efficiency and reliability of 
chemical toxicity screening. 

To test this approach, PQ, a herbicide widely employed with recog-
nized toxic effects in many different organs, such as lung, kidney, central 
nervous system and liver (Delirrad et al., 2015; Gawarammana and 
Buckley, 2011; Saravu et al., 2013; Sittipunt, 2005), was used as a 
reference compound. The cytotoxic sensitivity to PQ we observed in this 
study was not the same for the different hiPSCs-derived models, with 
liver and kidney models being less sensitive than brain models. This is in 
line with a report showing that in rats, repeated, systemic low doses of 

PQ are much better tolerated by peripheral organs than by brain, and 
suggesting this to be due to easier induction of adaptive mechanisms 
(Kuter et al., 2010). Furthermore, this observation suggests that the 
application of the diverse differentiation protocols was successful. The 
differential sensitivity observed might be explained by the higher basal 
expression of amino acid transporters, such as Solute Carrier Family 3 
Member 2 (SLC3A2) and Solute Carrier Family 7 Member 11 (SLC7A11), 
shown by TempO-Seq analysis in the most sensitive models. Indeed, 
amino acid transporters have been suggested to be used by PQ to enter 
cells (for review, see Wang et al., 2021), their stronger expression might 
thus potentially lead to a higher cellular uptake of PQ. The highest level 
of genes coding for enzymes involved in anti-oxidant defence, such as 
SODs and GSTs, observed in HLC, might also explain the relatively 
highest resistance of this model to PQ, even so NAD(P)H-cytochrome 
P450 oxidoreductase (POR), engaged in ion redox cycling of PQ was a 
bit more expressed in HLC. However, other genes related to transport, 
redox cycling and anti-oxidant defence important for PQ mode of action 
and cellular response were unfortunately not available in the chosen 
TempO-Seq panel and more experiments are needed to fully characterize 
the causes of the differential sensitivity to PQ observed among the 

Fig. 6. All the models share differentially expressed genes with at least 4 other systems. Intersection plot of the PQ-induced DEG shared by 2–5 models using UpSetR 
pack. For each model, the DEG list was obtain with the DSeq2 Package. 

Table 4 
List of the DEGs shared by at least 4 models or by modeled organ (brain and kidney).  

Organ Intersections Gene symbol_probe ID  

NC + PODO+PTL + HLC + BBB MAFF_27478 
NC + BS + PODO+PTL + HLC PPP1R15A_14098 
NC + BS + PODO+PTL PPP1R15A_14098; VEGFA_28053 
NC + PODO+PTL + HLC PPP1R15A_14098; MAFF_27478; 
NC + PTL + HLC + BBB ATF4_500; GDF15_18329; MAFF_27478 

Brain NC + BS CBX4_16907; EIF1_2074; PPP1R15A_14098; SLC3A2_20164; TUBA1B_7399; VEGFA_28053 
Kidney PODO+PTL CD55_28297; CHKA_14315; DUSP1_24234; ENO2_13140; HSPA1B_3136; MAFF_27478; MAFG_20735; PPP1R15A_14098; 

VEGFA_28053  
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various cell models. Both brain models also differ in their sensitivity to 
PQ. This may be explained by the cell composition and the type of 
cultures. The most sensitive model, NC, is a 2D model comprising neu-
rons and a few astrocyte progenitors, whereas BS exhibit a higher 
astrocyte to neuron ratio, comprise oligodendrocytes and form 3D 
structures, possibly explaining its slightly highest resistance to paraquat. 

PQ is known to produce high levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
through mitochondrial redox cycling, and the induction of oxidative 
stress is one of its better described mechanisms of action in different 

organs (Blanco-Ayala et al., 2014; Dinis-Oliveira et al., 2008; Gawar-
ammana and Buckley, 2011). In our study, one of the three pathways 
deregulated by PQ in five cell models, identified by enrichment analysis 
using ConsensusPathDB, was “Oxidative stress induced gene expression 
via Nrf2 markers”. Keap1/Nrf2 activation functions mainly as an anti-
oxidant mechanism helping cells to cope with oxidative stress and has 
been previously associated with PQ-induced injury (Dou et al., 2016; 
Kheiripour et al., 2021). Nrf2 transactivation induces the transcription 
of genes with upstream antioxidant response elements (ARE) to 

Table 5 
List of the 10 most upregulated and downregulated genes after exposure to the highest concentration of PQ for each model.  

Model Downregulated Upregulated Total DEG 

Gene symbol_probe ID LFC Number (% of total) Gene symbol_probe ID LFC Number (% of total) 

BS SPC25_6704 − 3.0 55 (56) CAV2_15304 2.5 43 (44) 98 
TOMM20_11983 − 2.3 CAPN1_957 2.4 
CIB1_16624 − 2.3 SPAG7_6692 1.8 
CTTNBP2_13527 − 2.2 TOMM34_7272 1.7 
FBXO11_2372 − 1.8 THRB_24158 1.4 
TRIM2_7343 − 1.4 SOX1_27894 1.4 
TUBA1B_7399 − 1.4 CSRNP1_22653 1.3 
NDUFA4_14125 − 1.4 INSM1_21254 1.2 
CDH8_19001 − 1.3 TFAP2A_7039 1.2 
HIST1H2BG_2953 − 1.3 HIF1A_2945 1.2 

NC SGK2_10628 − 6.1 30 (47) CYR61_24505 6.3 34 (53) 64 
EDNRA_25237 − 5.1 PLK1_5203 3.6 
IFI44L_19848 − 3.0 EXOSC5_27191 3.4 
TCF4_15698 − 2.6 SERPINE1_6253 2.7 
FKBP14_2430 − 2.2 CTGF_17007 2.3 
NUP85_4781 − 2.1 MAFF_27478 2.3 
MYBL1_22509 − 2.0 SLC3A2_20164 2.2 
RMI1_15666 − 2.0 GADD45A_2569 2.1 
CETN3_27006 − 1.8 GDF15_18329 1.9 
PHLDA1_12880 − 1.7 PPP1R15A_14098 1.9 

BBB NT5DC2_4737 − 2.6 43 (54) GDF15_18329 1.9 36 (46) 79 
NCAM1_23834 − 1.3 SPP1_6720 1.5 
HMMR_3040 − 1.2 SQSTM1_6740 1.5 
HIST1H3H_2957 − 1.0 PPARGC1A_12225 1.4 
HIST1H2BG_2953 − 1.0 CD55_1141 1.3 
PSRC1_5548 − 1.0 ASNS_12040 1.3 
HIST2H2AA4_2963 − 1.0 DDIT3_16736 1.2 
HIST1H2BM_2956 − 1.0 TRIB3_7337 1.2 
HIST1H1E_14544 − 1.0 CXCL2_28232 1.2 
ASF1B_26041 − 1.0 HSD17B11_3115 1.1 

PTL CXCL14_22017 − 2.2 51 (27) GDF15_18329 6.8 139 (73) 190 
CSF3R_25969 − 1.8 DDIT3_16736 4.2 
PRR15L_5469 − 1.7 NMRAL2P_81336 3.9 
EPHX2_18456 − 1.7 TRIB3_7337 3.8 
CASP1_26966 − 1.6 CHAC1_1279 3.4 
GBP1_19263 − 1.6 FOSL1_2463 3.2 
DEPTOR_26568 − 1.5 ATF3_499 3.1 
ALDH7A1_227 − 1.5 GADD45A_2569 2.9 
CAPS_26136 − 1.5 MAFF_27478 2.8 
PDK4_28868 − 1.4 IL1A_22714 2.8 

PODO ASF1B_26041 − 2.5 24 (30) USP32P2_28186 2.2 55 (70) 79 
MYBL2_4391 − 2.1 MPZL1_4249 2.1 
HIST1H2BH_2954 − 1.6 ANKRD36B_290 1.8 
HIST1H2BB_12129 − 1.4 MMP2_4213 1.8 
HIST1H2BN_11971 − 1.4 DMRTA1_14819 1.7 
NFYB_16601 − 1.3 NEAT1_81333 1.7 
MEST_4122 − 1.2 IGHMBP2_3275 1.5 
HIST1H2BI_11969 − 1.2 CD55_28297 1.5 
IGFBP7_26667 − 1.2 MAFG_20735 1.2 
HIST2H2AA4_2963 − 1.1 CREBRF_19339 1.1 

HLC COL12A1_1461 − 1.7 1 (5) FOSL1_2463 2.7 21 (95) 22 
HMOX1_3041 2.5 
AKR1B10_19908 1.8 
MAFF_27478 1.7 
GDF15_18329 1.7 
CXCL8_14324 1.6 
ZNF165_26222 1.6 
TRIB3_7337 1.5 
GCLM_25908 1.5 
RASSF1_28369 1.5 

DEG: differentially expressed genes; LFC: log2 fold change. 
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counteract oxidative stress, including glutathione- reduction, 
− synthesis, and -recycling along with other reducing enzymes (Bugno 
et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2020). HMOX and NQO1 are such prototypical 
Nrf2 response genes (Hichor et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017), and were 
induced in all the hiPSCs-derived cell systems exposed to PQ in this 
study. Indeed, although the thresholds were not reached to significantly 
activate this pathway for BS after acute exposure, we observed a 
concentration-dependent increase in the expression of the associated 
genes, and the pathway itself was impacted after 1 week of repeated 
exposure to PQ (Nunes et al., 2021, unpublished observation). 

Endoplasmic reticulum (ER), the site of synthesis and folding of 
proteins, maintains a strict quality control targeting incorrectly folded 
proteins for proteasomal degradation (Smith et al., 2011). Upon accu-
mulation of protein-folding alterations occurring during ER stress, cells 
activate a series of complementary adaptive mechanisms, the unfolded 
protein response (UPR), primarily serving to return normal ER function, 
and failure to adapt to ER stress may result in apoptosis triggered by UPR 
(Hetz, 2012; Lin and LaVail, 2010). Perturbations in ER calcium, high 
ROS production, depletion of oxidised glutathione and proteotoxicity all 
have the potential to activate the UPR. Indeed, disturbance of ER and 
UPR have been described in human lung epithelial cells after PQ expo-
sure (Chinta et al., 2008; Omura et al., 2013). Furthermore, recently 
UPR was reported after PQ treatment in primary cultures of human 
CD34+ derived dendritic cells, but not in macrophages (Fransen and 
Leonard, 2021). In the present study, the UPR pathway was highlighted 
in four out of the six models. As for the oxidative stress pathway, a 
repeated exposure to PQ was necessary to detect the UPR using Con-
sensusPathBD in BrainSpheres (Nunes et al., 2021, unpublished obser-
vation), although a clear concentration-dependent increase was 
observed in the expression of several genes involved in this pathway, 
such as ATF4, PPP1R15A and DDIT3, already after 24 h of exposure. The 
second model, for which ConsensusPathDB did not highlight UPR, the 
podocyte model (PODO), showed only a slight modification of 
PPP1R15A, suggesting no or only very weak activation of UPR-PERK 
branch, contrary to the observation made in the other kidney cell 
type, PTL. Further studies are needed to determine whether PQ activates 

UPR through the induction of ER stress, as described in lung epithelial 
cells, or directly through the induction of ROS, since an interaction 
between UPR and oxidative stress has been described (Kupsco and 
Schlenk, 2015), involving the phosphorylated form of eIF2α, ATF4, 
CHOP (transcription factor C/EBP homologous protein, also called 
DDIT3) and PPP1R15A (Harding et al., 2009; Hetz, 2012; Pavitt and 
Ron, 2012; Tabara et al., 2018). Altogether, our results show that even 
though we used a minimum overlap of two genes between the input gene 
list and a given pathway associated gene list to define a pathway as 
overrepresented, our strategy using several hiPSC-derived models, with 
various cell type or organ specificities, allowed to detect the main 
mechanisms of action of PQ. 

Another pathway revealed after PQ exposure in four cell culture 
systems, including both brain models (NC and BS), BLECs and HLC, was 
“ESR-mediated signaling”. This is interesting given that estrogenic 
dysfunction has recently been identified to be involved in toxicity 
induced by PQ on rat primary hippocampal neurons in vitro (Moyano 
et al., 2020a, 2020b) and that estradiol has been shown to protect a 
neuronal line from PQ toxicity (Gélinas et al., 2004). It is therefore 
remarkable to note that our strategy not only retrieved the main, known 
mechanisms of action of PQ, but also a recently proposed one that 
clearly deserves further studies. 

Most of the top ten upregulated genes per model were involved in 
stress responses, in particular oxidative stress and inflammation for four 
hiPSC-derived models out of the six tested. The two brain models, NC 
and BS, however behaved differently, exhibiting genes involved in 
development, such as OX1 and INSM1 that promote generation and 
expansion of neuronal progenitor cells, and the thyroid receptor that is 
also important in the development and maintenance of brain structures. 
The lower proportion of genes involved in stress responses among the 
top upregulated genes in brain models suggest that brain cells have the 
weakest self-defence capacity against toxins or can less easily induce 
their adaptative mechanisms than peripheral organs (Kuter et al., 2010). 
These results show that although stress pathways shared by most of the 
models have been identified, each model seemed to also react in a 
specific way to paraquat. This is remarkable since in this study we used a 

Fig. 7. Heatmap of TempO-Seq normalized read counts data for selected genes involved in PQ transport, redox cycling and anti-oxidant defence. White to red 
intensity represents 0 (white) to highest normalized read counts (red) of the TempO-Seq probe in the displayed data set. Annotations represent the gene symbol and 
Tempo-Seq probe ID. Non-normalized values are printed to allow for a quantitative comparison between genes. 
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restricted number of probes, that were not specifically designed for cell 
type-specific discrimination. 

Finally, VEGFA was induced by PQ in four of the models. VEGFA, a 
prototypical HIF1 alpha gene, primarily induced as a response to hyp-
oxia, is mainly known for its activities related to angiogenesis, vascular 
permeability and vascular survival (Ferrara, 2004). There is a growing 
body of evidence, however, that VEGFA fulfils additional less ‘tradi-
tional’ functions in multiple organs during development, as well as 
homeostatic functions in fully developed organs (for review, see (Licht 
and Keshet, 2013)). Our results showing the upregulation of VEGFA 
shared by both brain models and both kidney models are perfectly in line 
with the current knowledge on the importance of VEGFA for these two 
organs. VEGFA, mainly expressed in astrocytes and neurons is upregu-
lated in all brain cell types upon severe hypoxia (Jin et al., 2000). It is 
also expressed in glomerular podocytes, where it is critical for the 
establishment and maintenance of glomerular filtration (Eremina et al., 
2003), and ample evidence supports important roles for this growth 
factor in the maintenance of tubulointerstitial integrity and the response 
to acute kidney injury (Doi et al., 2010; Schrijvers et al., 2004). The 
upregulation of VEGFA in brain and kidney models after exposure to PQ, 
again shows that the hiPSCs-derived models used in this study are 
reproducing the organ patho-physiology, and furthermore suggests this 
growth factor as marker of chemical injury. 

Some limitations of the study should be stated. The cell models uti-
lised here although from the same donors were cultured, differentiated 
and treated separately. Our systems and the majority of in vitro models in 
general represent a reductionist approach and does not fully reflect the 
physiology of a whole organism due to the lack of connections and 
communications between them through blood flow, endocrine and 
nervous systems. This could possibly be better recapitulated in the 
future by using organ-on-a-chip models and/or by the application of in 
silico modelling. Furthermore, the iPSCs-derived models used in this 
study, beside their great advantages, come also with some limitations. 
For example, although the BS model is multicellular and highly complex 
it does not (at this point in development) possess microglia, precluding 
the development of the full neuroinflammatory cascade. The HLC are 
not completely mature hepatocytes and lack cooperation with Kupfer 
cells, and the kidney model PODO lacks fenestrated endothelial cells and 
glomerular basement membrane to form a full glomerular model. These 
limitations can be overcome in the near future by co-culturing cells with 
their missing partners. Finally, in order to overcome the multiple dif-
ferences linked to cell culture conditions that could impact the true 
comparisons of the effects of PQ in the different models, the distribution 
kinetics of PQ has to be established for each model, to correlate the 
observed toxic effects to the effective concentrations reaching the cells 
and not to the nominal concentrations used. This will allow a better 
comparison of the effects of chemicals on the various models. 

5. Conclusions 

Our strategy, taking advantage of the iPSC technology, allowed to 
determine the known and less known mechanisms of PQ toxicity with 
TempO-Seq analysis, using a cost-effective panel of probes specific for 
toxicity testing. The main advantages of this strategy are to assess 
chemical toxicity on cell types from multiple organs in parallel, exclu-
sively in human cells, eliminating interspecies bias and allowing a better 
evaluation of the differential sensitivity of the models representing the 
diverse organs. To apply this approach to the general assessment of 
chemical toxicity, the strategy presented herein could be further 
improved by adding hiPSC-derived models for other organs, such as the 
heart and the lungs, and by standardization of procedures to reach a 
higher level of harmonization between the different laboratories. 
Furthermore, organ-specific toxicity testing could be reached by adding 
organ-specific genes to our set of TempO-Seq probes. 

Given the present results showing the differential sensitivity of the 
various human models to PQ, we believe this strategy will contribute to 

the further improvement of chemical risk assessment for human health, 
providing the above cited improvements combined with the evaluation 
of the distribution kinetics of the chemicals, as a key step for the in vitro 
to in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) (Punt et al., 2020), absolutely required 
for regulatory decision-making. 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.tiv.2022.105333. 
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